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Oehlbach BTX 1000: Bluetooth for all!
The days when you had to buy a new component in order to stream music from your tablet or smartphone
wirelessly to your system are finally over. Even some high quality components don‘t have the ability to
receive these signals. Oehlbach has created a solution to this problem with its new BTX 1000.
The BTX 1000 is a small Bluetooth receiver, whose compact dimensions of just 30 x 16 x 78 mm (width x
height x length) means it can fit into any pocket and carried around easily. The integrated Bluetooth receiver
sends the radio signals from your smartphone or tablet to your hifi system. To enable this the BTX 1000
is simply connected to the corresponding input via its 3.5 mm RCA jack. Many systems, particularly mini
systems, are equipped with this small stereo RCA input. If you haven‘t got one of these, the supplied adapter
will provide a conventional stereo input. You will now be able to use the Aux input on your amplifier, for
example, for Bluetooth streaming.
However, this isn‘t the only application you can use it for. The BTX 1000 isn‘t just confined to your home
system. Many car stereos come equipped with additional external inputs or, even better, a mini RCA jack on
the front panel. This means you can take your adapter into the car, plug it in and enjoy your favourite music
on the go - even if your stereo didn‘t originally feature Bluetooth support. The adapter can also be used for
small, portable active speakers, which is brilliant!
What about the power supply? No problem! A small battery is integrated in the unit, which can be recharged
via a computer by using the supplied USB cable. In our test, the BTX 1000 was ready for use in less than
45 minutes - this is indicated by the illuminated blue switch at the top of the adapter. This is sufficient for
listening to music for up to 10 hours. If you‘re going to be using the receiver behind an amplifier in a shelving
unit, you will need to provide a permanent power supply. This means you will have make a small investment
in a USB charger, as only the cable is supplied, not the plug itself. Many of you, however, will already have one
or two of these lying around the house.
The BTX 1000 is also capable of much more ...The signal, which is supplied to the stereo jack, is more than
sufficient to power a set of headphones. Lots of headphones will already be connected via a stereo jack simply disconnect the cable and replace it with the BTX 1000. You now have a set of wireless headphones! If
the cable cannot be disconnected, you will need to use an adapter.
Oehlbach exclusively uses the 4.0 standard for its Bluetooth functionality along with the latest AptX
technology. This ensures signals are transferred in CD quality. The excellent performance of the adapter
is also reflected in its operating range. In our offices we were able to walk up to 10 metres from the
transmitter (without any obstructions such as walls in the way) and still listen to our music clearly through
our headphones.
Conclusion
The BTX 1000 allows you to turn any hifi, car stereo or active speaker into a Bluetooth receiver. The only
requirement is an external input such as a stereo or RCA jack. Even headphones with an RCA jack can be
provided with wireless functionality, which is perfect and definitely a highlight for us!

Accessories:

Adapter for stereo-RCA inputs

USB charging cable
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